Technique (PERT), we have developed a reparameterization of the asymmetric Laplace distribution and found it to be an useful tool for extending and improving various three-point approximations of continuous distributions (pioneered by Pearson and Tukey, 1965) by specifying the values of two quantiles and the mode.
INTRODUCTION
The classical representation of the three-parameter asymmetric Laplace distribution is given by the (See Kotz et al., 2001 , for details.) Note that in both parameterizations and the parameters and Ð"Ñ Ð#Ñ , .
have no apparent interpretation.
Another recently discovered three-parameter reparameterization (see Kotz and van Dorp, 2004) involves the mode and two quantiles and such that 7 + , ;Ð∞Ñ "  ;Ð∞Ñ "  ;Ð∞Ñ P91 oe P91
From it follows that is the probability mass to the left of the mode . The motivation for the Ð&Ñ ;Ð∞Ñ 7 designation of this probability mass will be given in Section 3. Reparameterization is found to ;Ð∞Ñ Ð&Ñ be useful for extending three-point approximations of arbitrary continuous distributions of the PearsonTukey (1965) type. In this note, we shall discuss the latter topic in Section 4 and present a link between Ð&Ñ Ð)Ñ $ and Two-Sided Power distributions in Section . In Section 2 we provide some background related to PERT (see, e.g., Winston, 1993 ) that led to our results in Sections 3 and 4.
A PERT MOTIVATION FOR THE TSP DISTRIBUTION
Consider a r.v. X with the cdf
The four parameters and in are the lower bound, upper bound, the mode and shape +ß ,ß 7 8  ! Ð)Ñ 
, , by equating and , setting + oe + , oe , s s
and using the method of moments technique to solve for the remaining beta parameters and . α " Application of ( ) by Malcolm et al. (1959) for an of and resulted in a vigorous "! indirect elicitation α " discussion regarding their appropriateness that has been ongoing by now for some 40 years (see, e.g., Clark (1962) , Grubbs (1962) , Moder and Rodgers (1968) , Verdini (1993), Kamburowski (1997) , Lau (1998), among others). Kamburowski (1997) (Alpert and Raiffa, 1982) , is quite often !Þ!" ** beyond one's accumulated experience. Keefer and Verdini (1993) percentile and the most likely value of are pre-specified in the manner that
To uniquely solve for the lower and uppers bounds and of given the shape parameter of a TSP + , Ð)Ñ 8 distribution, the standardized quantity (appearing in the cdf ) Ð)Ñ ; oe Ð7  +ÑÎÐ,  +Ñ Ð"#Ñ is employed. The quantity (whose value is 1) represents the relative distance of the mode to the ; Ÿ 7
lower bound with respect to the support . It follows immediately from the cdf that
and thus equals also the probability mass to the left of the mode . From and we have (We use here the notation instead of to emphasize that the lower bound is a function of given +Ð;l8Ñ + + ;
the shape parameter , the -the percentile and the most likely value are specified). 8 :
Analogously to , we have for (using the notation in place of ) of the mean here a sensitivity in the variance is observed (with regard to the IÒ\Óß Z +<Ð\Ñ smaller relative locations of the mode , with respect to and ) when the tail probability . 7 + , :
: "  : increases
AN APPLICATION TO THREE-POINT APPROXIMATIONS
One of the earliest and widely used three-point approximation of a continuous distributions representing a random variable in applications, with the aim to produce accurate estimates of its mean \ and variance, is due to Pearson and Tukey (1965) . Their approximation is given as:
where is the median of We note that for the symmetric parameterization of the Laplace Table 1 for several specific formulas and references and note that in Table 1 weights as probabilities). We shall reflect on the approximations in Table 1 . . .
probability (in both tails) and the probability masses to the left and the right of (as indicated in the : .
title of Pearson and Tukey,1965) . Examining the approximations of as given in different from since the probability mass to the left of the mode does not equal that to its right.
$ 7
Moreover, all the methods of variance approximations presented in Table 1 it would seem that the relative distance ought to enter in the construction of a three-point approximating $ formula for the variance of skewed continuous distributions.
Finally, in the asymmetric Laplace case and it follows from that we may solve for < oe "  : Ð(Ñ different values of the probability mass in to the left of the mode for fixed , for increasing ;Ð∞Ñ Ð(Ñ 7 $ values of the tail probability . Table 1 ). The : Ÿ !Þ"! analysis in Figure 2 is not inconsistent with the original Pearson and Tukey (1965) method, who did not interpret the coefficients in the first expression of as probabilities, but calls in question this Ð%#Ñ interpretation in various other approximations presented in Table 1 .
Consequently it would seem that for skewed asymmetric distributions the three-point approximations of and in Table 1 
